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Arthur Leichester

Arthur Leichester
Arthur Leichester is a player character played by thewaterz.
Arthur Leichester

Species & Gender:
Male Human
Date of Birth:
3日 8月 YE 18
Organization:
Monarchy of Dovania
Occupation:
Soldier
Rank:
Recruit
Current Placement:
Xuno Dovanian Army

Physical Description
Average Body Type, 5'8 in height, light brown skin, blue eyes, black hair, messy hairstyle angled facial
features. He is slim and quite ﬁt. He has a pleasant smell and he speaks in a kind-hearted and soft voice

Personality
He is very playful, warm-hearted, and mostly happy when he is hanging out with his friends and
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teammates. He is kind and friendly to most people he encounters. However, when he is in combat, he is
cold and callous to every enemy that gets in his way. He shows no sympathy or mercy to anyone that
threatens or endangers his fellow comrades. In an operation by himself, he is apathetic to the plight of to
his enemies. Still, he is playful and caring towards his teammates all the time. He wants to make a better
place for his sister, and he does this the only way he knows how; death. He is quite lazy but if something
important needs to be done will do it nonetheless. He is not easily angered and he is normally cautious
with decisions. He likes everybody, at least everybody except his enemies. He does favor people with a
happy and carefree attitude.

History
Arthur Leichester was born in YE 18 Arthur had a pretty rough childhood. He was born in a very
impoverished village with his younger sister Charlotte. He only lived with his mother and sister for most
years of his early life, until a group of raiders sacked and pillaged his village. In the raid, his mother was
killed in cold blood by one the raiders and this caused something in him to snap. He grabbed a gun and
with a blank empty face, he killed 13 raiders by himself without hesitation. After the battle, he and his
sister decided to move to Dovinia for a better life. They both had just enough money to make a living and
so in an eﬀort to give his sister the comfortable life she dreams of, he decided to join the military and
send his money to her. He wasn't well educated in his childhood, but he is catching up by reading many
books in his free time.

Skills Learned
Survival Proﬁcient at survival skill like; ﬁnding water, shelter construction, ﬁre starting, land navigation,
and camouﬂage
Combat Basic at hand-to-hand combat and competent at martial arts. Proﬁcient at most basic weapons,
but specializes in long-range, high damage riﬂes and handguns. Can operate in power-armor but not
preferred
Physical Has a lot of endurance, so he can run faster than most people. He is very agile and can dodge
gunﬁre eﬀectively. Not very acrobatic or ﬂexible, but possesses quick reaction time and has exceptional
accuracy with single ﬁre weapons like handguns and sniper riﬂe.
Strategy Knows many military tactics to employ in combat to accomplish a goal. Can quickly identify
many military strategies and tactics used by the enemy, and can react accordingly. Knows many of the
strategies used by the military and can adapt to situations to best achieve victory.
Technology Intermediate at computer technology

Social Connections
Arthur Leichester is connected to:
https://stararmy.com/wiki/
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The most important person in his life is his sister Charlotte (living in a house in the city)

Inventory & Finance
Arthur Leichester has the following:
Standard issue clothing and equipment
Arthur Leichester currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information
This page was created by thewaterz on 10, 27 2018 at 20:32 using the Character Template Form.
In the case thewaterz becomes inactive:
Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes
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